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the disturbing news of a crucified Sa>

MERICAN MEDIA consumers
are fed such a steady diet of
scandal that it's hard to imagine anything being universally
considered scandalous anymore. T h e
church, too, is well practiced in the art
of domesticating scandal, especially

íor.
So argues Vítor Westhelle, w h o
wants to make the scandal of the cross
both shocking and transformative once
more. Westhelle, professor of systematic theology at the Lutheran School of
Theology in Chicago a n d formerly a
minister a n d professor in his native
Brazil, demonstrates a vibrant mix of
Lutheran, Latin American and liberationist sensibilities.
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H e has two main foci. In his first
four c h a p t e r s h e offers a historical
summary of the cross motif and of attempts at its domestication. T h e last
six c h a p t e r s are t h e m a t i c , exploring
the implications of a theologia crucis
for various c o n t e m p o r a r y concerns.
The books strengths and weaknesses
roughly correspond to this division.
Westhelle is most helpful as he
traces how the church, from its earliest
years through today, has sought to
evade the brute fact that the cross was
both divinely intended and revelatory.
How could God die? And such a scandalous, ignoble death! Inherited assumptions and imported frameworks
are predisposed to explain the cross by
explaining it away, by inteipreting it as
an unintended if perhaps also unavoidable consequence of some other, more
noble divine activity. The ancient heresies of Docetism and Ebionism sought
to evade the scandal by using logic that
is, Westhelle claims, echoed in some
modern liberal and feminist theologies.
C u r r e n t d e b a t e s over t h e p r e s u m e d violence of vicarious a t o n e m e n t a n d t h e call to replace it with
nonviolent theories exemplify such
evasion. Proponents of the latter kind
of theory typically claim that God did
not will the violence of the cross or use
it to effect reconciliation—that the violence was merely the consequence of
Jesus' prophetic refusal to back down
before worldly power.
To Westhelle s mind, such efforts to
maintain God's blamelessness effectively shield God from involvement in
pain and death. F o r the dispossessed
of the world, to claim that God has not
intentionally embraced suffering and
death implies that they are Godforsaken and beyond redemption. Yet Jesus'
life and ministry are nothing if not a
reversal of t h e world's expectations
and values: born in lowliness, serving
the marginalized, proclaiming the last
first and the first last as a sign of the eschatological in-breaking of God's
reign. In the trajectory of this paradoxical logic, Christ's crucifixion becomes
"the really privileged place w h e r e
apocalypse happens." God is powerful
Reviewed by Robert J. Sherman, who
teaches theology at Bangor Theological Seminary in Maine

enough to surrender all power: this is
the subversive message of the cross,
which is foolishness to those who are
perishing but God's true strength to
those who are being saved.
Westhelle writes evocatively,
aware that he is dealing with a subject
that must not be pinned down. Being
too precise would be another form of
domestication. Here, too, he echoes
Luther s rejection of worldly philosophy, with its allure of systematization,
sublimation and control. The distinctiveness of theological discourse—in
contrast to the semantic realms of
earthly regimes—is that it "is closer to
poetry than philosophy; it invests itself more in rhetoric than logic."
True to this description, Westhelle s style is dynamic and varied. He
is engaging in typical academic theology one moment and quoting Brazilian
poets the next; apparently undercutting "left-wing" theologians one moment, drawing on Foucault the next;
citing a 17th-century Mexican nun
one moment, Alice Walker's Celie the
next, and then—in rapid succession—
Jan Patocka (a Czech dissident who
died under police interrogation),
Wendell Berry and Rainer Maria
Rilke.
Often this impressionistic approach reveals unexpected and eyeopening juxtapositions. At other times
it simply seems disjointed. In the latter part of the book Westhelle falls
into a trap that he says a theology of
the cross should prevent: excessive abstraction. For example, in the chapter
"Cross and Eschatology," he insists
that faithfulness to the biblical witness
requires us to grasp how space and
time are understood in scripture—but
rather than turning to concrete exegesis, he braids his exposition together
with ideas from the works of two novelists, Tillich, a seminary student, Anthony Giddens, Tzvetan Todorov, Karl
Lowith, Hegel, Schleiermacher,
Mircea Eliade, Rudolf Bultmann and
others. The upshot? Westhelle gets far
too caught up in the arcane preoccupations of certain intellectual circles.
Yet flashes of insight continue. Westhelle does not so much build an argument as he strips arguments away so
that readers may be scandalized into
seeing again.
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A Short History of the Twentieth
Century.
By Geoffrey Blainey. Ivan R. Dee,
384pp., $26.00.
This is not history for dummies.
Writing with great sophistication and
grace, Blainey weaves together the
momentous events of the 20th century
with insights into what life was like for
common people and the effects of new
technologies and medical advances.
He is not content simply to narrate
what happened; he also points out the
often ironic consequences of historical
events. Appropriately enough, he ends
the narration with the resurgence of
Islam and the terrorist attacks of 9/11.
Blainey, an Australian historian who
has taught at Harvard, might be faulted for being too Eurocentric, and yet it
was Europe, along with the United
States, that shaped the 20th century
for good and ill. Although the book has

no footnotes, Blainey includes selected
resources for each chapter at the back.
Finding God in a Tangled World:
Thoughts and Parables.
Byjuns Rubenis and Mans Súbaos. Paraclete, 184 pp., $19.00.
Juris Rubenis is pastor of the Martin
Luther Church, a fast-growing congregation in Riga, Latvia. Before the collapse of the Soviet Union he was already
a public figure, having taken a lead role
in Helsinki-86, a human rights organization. Rubenis has developed a ministry
with young adults in a post-Marxist society through the use of almost koan-like,
pithy sayings in the form of parables,
stories and aphorisms: "Reverence for
reality spells the end of atheism." "The
world makes crèches to make amends
for the real Bethlehem." "The world devises pretty crucifixes so that Christianity can base itself on something beautiful,
not on something monstrous where you
see the evil of the world." This collection
of his sayings has sold hundreds of thousands of copies in Latvia.
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